
T h e Effects of the Deregulation A c t 
and Potential Geographic Deregulation 
on the Safety and Performance 
of Depository Institutions 

Joseph F. Sinkey, Jr., Associate Professor, 
Department of Banking and Finance, University 
of Georgia, discusses the importance of capital 
sources and the need for a fresh regulatory 
approach to capital adequacy. New expecta-
tions and new measures of safety and perfor-
mance, he concludes, will be crucial during the 
transition period and beyond. 

The purpose of this paper is to suggest some 
issues and research topics related to the current 
and future environment of depository institu-
tions. The current environment is being shaped 
by the Deregulation Act. The future environ-
mentwi l l cont inue to be shaped by the Deregu-
lation Act as depository institutions adjust to 
new asset and liability powers, the phasing out 
of Reg Q (interest rate ceilings) and the phasing 
in of reserve requirements for nonmember 
institutions. 

That environment wi l l also be affected greatly 
by what happens in geographic deregulation. 
At the min imum, this deregulation wil l likely 
include regional banking (e.g., Georgia and 
Florida permit t ing reciprocal banking across 
their state lines). At the maximum, we could see 
the repeal of the McFadden Act (which pro-
hibits bank expansion out-of-state) and full-
blown interstate banking. 

Defining and Measuring Safety 
and Performance 

To determine the effects of the Deregulation 
Act and other structural changes on safety and 
performance, we must define these two con-
cepts. What kind of safety and what kind of 

"We could see the 
repeal of the McFadden 

Act and full-blown 
interstate banking." 

performance should we expect f rom deposi-
tory institutions dur ing this transition period? 
While long-run research projects wi l l have the 
luxury of attempting to grapple wi th such fun-
damental questions as what is risk (safety) and 
how to measure it, short-run projects wi l l be 
concerned wi th more pressing matters, such as 
how to handle shocks to the financial system. 

Safety. In the short run, sticking wi th the 
capital-adequacy notion of safety (i.e., that 
there be an adequate capital base to absorb 
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foreseeable losses) wou ld appear to be manda-
tory because the regulatory agencies' current 
opera t ing procedures are geared to this 
approach. Since savings and loan associations 
and mutual savings banks currently are the 
depository institutions under the most stress 
(because the short-term rates they must pay for 
funds are currently higher than the long-term 
rates they receive on mortgages), they deserve 
the most attention. If we accept the premise 
that thrifts are under pressure, we need to 
consider two basic questions: (1) What is the 
l ikel ihood of thr i f t failures over the next year or 
two? and (2) How should the FDIC (Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporat ion) and FSLIC 
(Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion) be prepared to handle failures? 

The traditional deposit-insurance solution to 
insolvency or near-insolvency is to arrange an 
emergency merger-usually wi th the financial 
assistance of the insuring agency. Typically, a 
failing bank wil l be purchased by another bank 
and become a branch of the acquiring bank (a 
"nonpayo f f fa i lu re " ) . This techn ique has 
worked well in the past and wil l cont inue to be 
an important tool in the future. However, there 
is some concern about the exclusive use of this 

"Does the current 
banking environment 

make managers behave 
as if bankruptcy costs 

are zero V 

technique in nonpayoff failures. A "payoff fail-
ure" is one in which the bank is closed and the 
insured depositors paid of f . Thus, an important 
research topic is: are there alternative ways of 
rescuing weak depository institutions? Related 
questions would deal wi th issues of cross-
i ns t i t u t i on (be tween banks and S&Ls or 
between stock and mutual institutions) and 
interstate mergers in distressed situations. 

The issue of how to handle weak depository 
institutions focuses upon a symptom. In the 
regulator's t rad i t ional v iew of the wo r l d , 
"weak" is synonymous wi th " inadequate capi-
tal." Thus, to get at the cause of weak deposi-
tory inst i tut ions, a fresh approach to the 

longstanding issue of capital adequacy is 
required. Such research should focus upon the 
fol lowing questions: 

1. Is the regulatory standard of some capital 
ratio adjusted for classified assets (assets of 
questionable worth) the appropriate one for 
ident i fy ing weak institutions? Are there ' 
more dynamic criteria (earnings, for exam-
ple)? Or for a larger institution, is the price of 
its stock a better criterion? 

2. What are some practical ways for weak insti-
tutions to improve their capital position?1 

3. What effect does deposit insurance have 
upon the behavior of the managers of 
depository institutions?2 A related issue is: 
How should deposit insurance be priced? If 
the pricing of deposit insurance leads man-
agers to attempt to maximize debt, then part • 
of the problem of inadequate capital can be 
traced to the pricing of deposit insurance. In 
other words, does the current banking ( 
environment make managers behave as if 
bankruptcy costs are zero? 

4. How effective is the Uni form Interagency ( 
Bank Rating System as a screening mecha-
nism for identifying problem institutions? 

5. Since the market is a better regulator than 
any banking agency, why isn't the market 
information used to monitor the riskiness of 
depository institutions whose shares are 
actively traded on major stock exchanges?3 

Performance. The t rad i t iona l s t ructure-
conduct-performance paradigm (the idea that v 
the number and size of compet ing institutions 
is the most important determinant of a market's > 
efficiency) is an appropriate vehicle for model-
ing and measuring the impact of the Deregula-
t ion Act and geographic deregulation.4 The 
structural changes that have occurred and are 
expected to occur in the future wil l have a 1 

significant impact upon the conduct and per- ^ 
formance of depository institutions. An impor-
tant research issue is to determine how these 
structural changes wil l affect market concentra-
t ion and performance both in the short run and 

1 See Verbrugge and Dince (1980) for some suggestions on how to handle the capital 
problems of S&Ls. * 

Employ ing Modigliani-Miller theorems, Kane (1981) argues that S&L managers 
might be content with negative "bookable" net worth. Kane's analysis is based upon 
a model of FDIC pricing behavior developed by Buser, Chen, and Kane (1981). 

3See Pettway and Sinkey (1980) for an early-warning model that employs both 
accounting and market information. 

4See Heggestad (1979) for a recent survey evidence on the structure-conduct-
performance model in banking. 
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REGULATOR 
influences: 

STRUCTURE 
(size and number 

of competitors) 

affects: 

CONDUCT 
(pricing, methods, service) 

determines: 
PERFORMANCE 

(efficiency of market) . 

The impact of deregulation can still be measured 
by the traditional chain reaction. 

the long run. Research in the industr ial-
organization area usually is rich wi th implica-
t ions fo r pub l i c pol icy.5 However , f r o m 
management's perspective, there also is a need 
for research that wi l l identify how to prosper 
and survive in the more competit ive environ-
ment of the 1980s.6 By identifying symptoms of 

good performance and tracking those symp-
toms to their causes, managers of financial 
institutions wil l be better equipped to survive in 
a deregulated environment.7 

Summary 

The relaxation of interest-rate, geographic, 
and product ion-spec ia l iza t ion restr ic t ions, 
combined w i th compet i t i on f rom money-
market funds, foreign banks, and nonfinancial 
corporations, is revolut ionizing the financial-
services industry. For an industry that has been 
programmed for change in a piecemeal and 
evolutionary way, these changes may come as a 
cultural shock. The ground rules are drastically 
different now, and it is imperative that regula-
tors, bankers, and researchers adjust their 
expectations of what kind of safety and what 
kind of performance they should expect f rom 
depository institutions in this new and dynamic 
environment. The playing f ield is almost level 
now, but the rules and players are di f ferent. 
Moreover, it is di f f icul t to tell the players even 
with a scorecard.8 On balance, the opportuni-
ties and need for research have never been 
greater. HE] 

—Joseph F. Sinkey, Jr. 
5For example, a recent reexamination of the economies-of-scale issue in banking 
indicates that large unit banks may be the most vulnerable institutions in a world 
without geographic barriers. See Benston, Hanweck, and Humphrey (1980). 7I have stressed this approach in my forthcoming book Commercial Bank Finan-

6For an example of this kind of research see Ford and Olson (1978). For a cial Management, see Sinkey, (1982), Chapter 7. 
description of the characteristics of low performance banks, see Sinkey (1979). 8See Wriston (1981). 
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